
UNM{PNM STATEWIDE MATHEMATICSCONTEST XLFebruary 2, 2008 SECOND ROUND THREE HOURSAll answers must be fully justi�ed!!1. You turn on a alulator and the sreen reads `0'. The alulator an only display numberssmaller than 1 � 10100. When you push the exponential button ex the alulatoromputes and displays the exponential of whatever is on the alulator sreen andsimilarly when you push the natural logarithm button lnx the alulator omputesand displays the natural logarithm of whatever is on the alulator sreen.You have a oin whih you ip. Eah time the oin omes up heads you push the expo-nential button ex. Eah time the oin omes up tails you push the natural logarithmbutton lnx. You may use on this problem the fat that 2:7 < e < 2:8.a. After 3 ips, what is the probability that the alulator reads Error?b. After 7 ips, what is the probability that the alulator reads Error?2. Show that for any integer n � 2 1 + 12 + 13 + : : :+ 1nis not a whole number. What about1 + 13 + 15 + : : :+ 12n+ 1?3. The fration 16 = 0:16 repeats after the seond deimal plae while the fration 113 =0:076923 repeats after the sixth deimal plae. Find when the deimals of the followingfrations repeat:a. 128 ,b. 12008 .4. a. Suppose ABC is a triangle and that the angle at vertex B is a right angle. Let Pbe the point on AC so that BP is perpendiular to AC. Suppose AP has lengtha and PC has length 1. What is the length of BP ?



b. Suppose you are given a triangle T (not neessarily the triangle from part a.),a straightedge, a ompass, and a line segment of unit length. Is it possible toonstrut a square S with the same area as T ? If so, desribe how in detail andif not prove that it is not possible.5. Consider the real numbers x = 0:1234567891011 : : :e = 1 + 11! + 12! + : : : :Thus x is obtained by listing, in order, all positive integers and, in the de�nition of e,n! is the produt of the �rst n whole numbers so that 2! = 2, 3! = 6, and so on.a. Is x a rational number?b. Is e a rational number?6. a. Find the polynomial p(x) of degree three satisfyingp(�2) = 0p(0) = 6p(1) = 3p(3) = 45b. Suppose d is a non{negative integer and suppose a1, . . . ad+1 are distint real num-bers. Suppose b1; : : : ; bd+1 are (not neessarily distint) real numbers. Show thatthere exists a unique polynomial q(x) of degree at most d suh thatq(ai) = bi for all i:7. Suppose T1 and T2 are two triangles with the same area.a. Is it possible to ut T1 into a �nite number of smaller triangles whih an be re-assembled to make a retangle R1?b. Is it possible to ut T1 into a �nite number of smaller triangles whih an bereassembled to form T2?


